Let S * G be a skew group ring of a finite group G over a ring S.
Introduction.
Let S be a ring with 1, C the center of S, G a finite automorphism group of S of order n invertible in S, S G the subring of the elements fixed under each element in G, S * G a skew group ring of group G over S, and G the inner automorphism group of S * G induced by the elements in G, that is, g (x) = gxg −1 for each g in G and x in S * G, so the restriction of G to S is G. In [3, 2] , a G-Galois extension S of S G which is an Azumaya C G -algebra is characterized in terms of the Azumaya C G -algebra S * G and the H-separable extension S * G of S, respectively, and the properties of the commutator subring of S in S * G are given in [1] . It is clear that S is a G-Galois extension of S G implies that S * G is a G -Galois extension of (S * G) G with the same Galois system as S. In the present paper, we prove the converse theorem: if S * G is a G -Galois extension of (S * G) G , then S is a G-Galois extension of S G . Moreover, for a G -Galois extension S * G of (S * G) G which is a projective separable C G -algebra, S can be shown to be a G-Galois extension of S G which is also a projective separable C G -algebra. Then a sufficient condition on (S * G) G is given for S to be a G-Galois extension of S G which is an Azumaya C G -algebra, and an equivalent condition on S G is obtained for the commutator subring of (S * G) G in S * G to be a G-Galois extension.
Preliminaries.
Throughout, we keep the notation as given in the introduction. Let B be a subring of a ring A with 1. Following [3, 2] , A is called a separable extension of B if there exist {a i ,b i in A, i = 1, 2,...,m for some integer m} such that a i b i = 1, and sa i ⊗ b i = a i ⊗ b i s for all s in A, where ⊗ is over B. An Azumaya algebra is a separable extension of its center. A ring A is called an H-separable extension of B if A ⊗ B A is isomorphic to a direct summand of a finite direct sum of A as an A-bimodule. It is known that an Azumaya algebra is an H-separable extension and an H-separable extension is a separable extension. Let S be given as in Section 1.
Then it is called a G-Galois extension of S G if there exist elements {c i ,d i in S, i = 1, 2,...,k for some integer k} such that c i g j (d i ) = δ 1,j , where G = {g 1 ,g 2 ,...,g n } with identity g 1 , for each g j ∈ G. Such a set {c i ,d i } is called a G-Galois system for S.
Galois skew group rings.
In this section, we show that a G -Galois extension skew group ring S * G implies a G-Galois extension S. More results are obtained for S G when (S * G) G is a projective separable C G -algebra, and an H-separable S G -extension, respectively.
Next, we prove that {x i ,y i | i = 1, 2,...,m} is a G-Galois system for S over S G . By using (1) and (2), we get
, and g s
We show more properties of the G-Galois extension S of S G when S * G is a G -Galois extension of (S * G) G which possesses a property.
Proof. Since S * G is a G -Galois extension of (S * G) G , S is a G-Galois extension of S G by Theorem 3.1. Again, since S * G is a G -Galois extension of (S * G) G , it is a separable extension [5] . Also, (S * G) G is a separable C G -algebra, so S * G is a separable C G -algebra by the transitivity of separable extensions. Next, we claim that S is also a separable C G -algebra. In fact, since n is a unit in S, the trace map: (1/n)(tr G ( )) : S → S G → 0 is a splitting homomorphism of the imbedding homomorphism of S G into S as a two sided S G -module. Hence, S G is a direct summand of S. Since S is a direct summand of S * G as an S G -bimodule, S G is so of S * G as an S G -module. Moreover, S is a finitely generated and projective S G -module (for S is a G-Galois extension of S G ), so S * G is a finitely generated and projective S G -module by the transitivity of the finitely generated and projective modules. This implies that S G is a projective separable C G -algebra by [5, proof of Lem. 2, p. 120].
Proof. Since S * G is a G -Galois extension of (S * G) G with an inner Galois group G , S * G is an H-separable extension of (S * G) G [7, Prop. 4] . By hypothesis, (S * G) G is an H-separable extension of S G , so S * G is an H-separable extension of S G by the transitivity of H-separable extensions. Noting that n is a unit of S, we have S G is an S G -direct summand of S. But S is a direct summand of S * G as an S G -module, so S G is a direct summand of S * G as an S G -module. Thus, V S * G (V S * G (S G )) = S G [6, Prop. 1.2] . This implies that the center of S * G is contained in S G , and so the center of S * G is C G . Therefore, S * G is an Azumaya C G -algebra. Thus, S G is an Azumaya C G -algebra. Consequently, S is a G-Galois extension of S G which is an Azumaya C Galgebra [2, Thm. 3.1].
Galois commutator subrings. In [7], the class of G-Galois and H-separable extension was studied. Let A be a G-Galois and H-separable extension of A G and let V A (A G ) be the commutator subring of A G in A. Then, V A (A G ) is a central (G/I)-Galois algebra if and only if
Thm. 6.3]. Applying such an equivalence condition to a G -Galois extension S * G, we characterize a Galois commutator subring V S * G ((S * G) G ) in terms of elements in S G .
In the following, we denote the center of G by P and the center S * G by Z. By a direct computation, we have the following. (2) Let x be an element in (S * G) G . Then x = n i=1 s i g i such that g j (s i ) = s k whenever g j g i g −1 j = g j (g i ) = g k ∈ G. 
